
Great Kingshill 1XI v HURLEY 1XI  – 16th Aug 2014 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Wright b Pandit 78 

Furqan c Lane b Wright 5 

N Akhtar c Lane b Pandit 46 

I Arshad b Thomas 4 

Steve Taylor c Hallett b Wright 16 

V Sharma c Mikurenda b Wright 31 

J Langlands c Symons b Wright 8  

V Bhagwani  c Lane b Wright 8 

D Day Not Out 10 

P Todd Not Out 0 

R Singh 

 Extras 8 

12.30-3.42 Total 214-8 

 

L Wright 15-1-53-5 

 

GREAT KINGSHILL 
A Hallett c Day b Akhtar 11 

L Symons b Akhtar 15 

A Thomas c Day b Langlands 1 

L Wright b Ridgeway 59 

J Mikurenda c Ridgeway b Bhagwani 25 

N Lane c&b Arshad 40 

O Bennett b Bhagwani 1 

H Smart c Furqan b Bhagwani 0 

M Pandit Not Out 27 

N Mitchel c Day b Arshad 4 

E Jacobsen b Ridgeway 4 

 Extras 15 

4.15-7.10 Total 202ao 

 

J Langlands 12-0-62-1 V Bhagwani 6-0-25-3 

N Akhtar 15-3-57-2 I Arshad 5-2-10-2 

P Ridgeway 9.4-2-33-2  

 

Roused from narcolepsy for much of the season, Hurley have finally woken to the threat of 

relegation winning their last two matches by 9 wickets, and on Saturday visited high flying 

Great Kingshill to secure an exciting 12 run victory.  

 

Skipper Akhtar won the toss and boldly decided to bat throwing new recruit Furqan yanked 

from a nearby McDonalds into opening with the experienced Phil Ridgeway (78). Without a 

settled opening pair, these experiments have rarely come off, and so it proved as Furqan 

lobbed a pattie to short cover in the 3rd over. Akhtar (46) joined Ridgeway who was now 

driving like Lewis Hamilton to the straight boundaries in a 116 run second wicket stand to lay 

the foundations of a competitive score. Three quick wickets fell as Hurley declined from 125-1 

to 141-4 after Ridgeway lofted to long off. Steve Taylor (16) and Varun Sharma (31) decided 

on a counter with Sharma particular severe on the young bowlers. He eventually perished 

inevitably in the deep with Mikurenda atoning for an earlier fumble. Hurley pushed on past 

the 200 mark thanks to a late flourish from Denis Day (10) as Hurley closed on 214-8 from their 

52 overs. 

 



An early spill behind the stumps boded ill for the visitors though this was reversed as keeper 

Day pouched successive sharp catches off Akhtar (2-57) and Langlands (1-62) in the 6th and 

7th over. Great Kinghill were further reduced to 34-3 when Akhtar bowled Symons. Luke 

Wright (59) and Mikurenda (25) found batting easier against the persistent opening attack of 

the visitors adding 64 in 11 overs, but Ridgeway (2-33) was wheeled out from the bus stop 

end to bowl Wright with the score on 98 in the 21st over. Vikram Bhagwani (3-25) was kept on 

despite conceding 13 from his opening over. Faith in his enigmatic bowling was rewarded as 

he picked up 3 quick wickets to slow the home side’s charge to 134-7. Nick Lane (40) still 

harboured ambitions for a home win and almost turned the match with a 34 run 8th wicket 

stand in 8 overs with Pandit (27not). Imran Arshad (2-10) forced Lane to give a simple caught 

and bowled as the game slipped away from Kingshill. Needing 45 from 10 overs and only 2 

wickets in hand, the call from the home skipper was to go for it. 12 runs from the penultimate 

over took the home side to within 15 runs, but it was Ridgeway who sealed the contest 

bowling last man Jacobsen (4) with 2 balls of the match remaining. Hurley took maximum 

points to aid their sleep walk up the table.    


